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Abstract

Spontaneous and stimulus-evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were recorded in calyx nerve terminals from the turtle vestibular lagena to quantify key attributes of quantal transmission at this synapse. On average, EPSC events had a magnitude of \( \sim 42 \) pA, a rise time constant of \( \tau_0 \sim 229 \) µs, decayed to baseline with a time constant of \( \tau_R \sim 690 \) µs, and carried \( \sim 46 \) fC of charge. Individual EPSCs varied in magnitude and decay time constant. Variability in the EPSC decay time constant was hair cell dependent and due in part to a slow protraction of the EPSC in some cases. Variability in EPSC size was well described by an integer summation of unitary quanta, with each quanta of glutamate gating a unitary postsynaptic current of \( \sim 23 \) pA. The unitary charge was \( \sim 26 \) fC for EPSCs with a simple exponential decay, and increased to \( \sim 48 \) fC for EPSCs exhibiting a slow protraction. The EPSC magnitude and the number of simultaneous unitary quanta within each event increased with presynaptic stimulus intensity. During tonic hair cell depolarization, both the EPSC magnitude and event rate exhibited adaptive run down over time. Present data from a reptilian calyx are remarkably similar to non-calyceal vestibular synaptic terminals in diverse species, indicating that the skewed EPSC size distribution and multiquantal release might be an ancestral property of inner ear ribbon synapses.
**Introduction**

Inner ear vestibular otolith organs including the saccule, utricle and in some species the lagena are broad-band sensors that encode low-frequency changes in gravito-inertial acceleration or static tilt relative to gravity (Goldberg 2012), and encode high-frequency sound or vibration (Curthoys et al. 2006; Curthoys and Vulovic 2011; Edds-Walton and Fay 2003; Locke et al. 1999; Lu et al. 2003; 2004; McCue and Guinan 1994; Murofushi et al. 1995; Weeg et al. 2002; Young et al. 1977). This broad bandwidth necessitates specialized hair cell afferent synapses capable of transmitting both tonic stimuli and precise phasic stimuli. In amniotes, all vestibular organs contain chalice shaped calyx afferent synaptic endings that receive excitatory signals from one or more mechanosensitive receptors called type 1 hair cells (Favre and Sans 1979; Gulley and Bagger-Sjoback 1979; Lorente de No 1926; Retzius 1881; 1884). At these hair cell-calyx contacts, information is transmitted through quantal release of glutamate packaged in synaptic vesicles (Matsubara et al. 1999; Rennie and Streeter 2006; Schessel et al. 1991), and through nonquantal (Yamashita and Ohmori 1990) presynaptic release of unconventional chemical transmitter(s) including protons (Highstein et al. 2014) and potassium ions (Contini et al. 2012; Lim et al. 2011). These two signaling modes are evident as quantal and nonquantal excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs and nqEPSCs, respectively) in the calyx terminal (Holt et al. 2007). The nonquantal component persists after blocking quantal glutamatergic EPSCs (Highstein et al. 2014; Holt et al. 2007), suggesting that the two components are at least partially independent. Both quantal and nonquantal transmission can be evoked by depolarization of a single presynaptic hair cell (Highstein et al. 2014; Songer and Eatock 2013), with relative contributions to the total postsynaptic charge varying widely between individual hair cells. Since the temporal properties of quantal and nonquantal transmission differ, each contributes uniquely to encoding of the stimulus.

In the lagena, the indefatigable nature of the nqEPSC favors transmission of tonic signals such as head orientation relative to gravity and slowly varying signals such as low-frequency head movements (Highstein et al. 2014). As such, one of the roles of the postsynaptic vestibular calyx appears to be opposite to that of the presynaptic calyx of Held, which is specialized for transmission of spike timing and temporal information in...
the auditory brainstem (Held 1893; Ryugo and Fekete 1982; Taschenberger and von Gersdorff 2000; Wu and Kelly 1993). This pre- vs. postsynaptic distinction could explain why inner ear postsynaptic calyces and nqEPSCs are abundant in vestibular end organ synapses which require transmission of tonic stimuli, but absent in mammalian cochlear auditory synapses specialized to transmit high frequency phasic stimuli. Transmission of tonic signals from type 1 vestibular hair cell synapses to the calyx is further enhanced by the protracted time-course of quantal EPSCs which, for high vesicular release rates, can give rise to overlapping events summatting to a tonic current (Sadeghi et al. 2014). Evidence suggests that this prolonged EPSC time-course may be due to the kinetics of transmitter accumulation and clearance in the elongated chalice-shaped synaptic cleft (Sadeghi et al. 2014; Yamashita and Ohmori 1990). These prolonged EPSCs generate maintained depolarizations of the afferent neuron that lead to tonic increases in action potential rate. In addition to encoding tonic and low-frequency stimuli, calyx bearing otolith afferents also respond to sound and vibration, with action potentials phase locking to the stimulus with high temporal fidelity. This cannot be achieved by nonquantal transmission alone and suggests a fundamental role for quanta in transmitting phasic signals at the type 1 hair cell calyx synapse.

Transmission of acoustic signals from vestibular hair cells to non-calyceal bouton terminals is quantal, as perhaps first demonstrated in the goldfish saccule (Furukawa 1986; Starr and Sewell 1991). The size of individual EPSC events varies widely, well beyond what would be expected on the basis of diversity in synaptic vesicle size or loading. Several lines of evidence suggest that the diversity in EPSC size has advantages for precisely controlling action potential timing relative to the stimulus, and might arise from the stimulus-dependent simultaneous release of a varying number of vesicles (Glowatzki and Fuchs 2002; Keen and Hudspeth 2006; Li et al. 2009; Schnee et al. 2011; Siegel 1992; Singer et al. 2004) or, alternatively, from dynamic control of a unitary vesicle fusion pore (Chapochnikov et al. 2014). Analogous results are found in the central nervous system (Jonas et al. 1993; Silver et al. 1996) and in the vestibular calyx (Yamashita and Ohmori 1990). In the goldfish saccule, the size of synaptic events also depends on stimulus history and, during maintained acoustic stimulation, afferent EPSPs and action potentials show adaptive rundown (Furukawa and Matsuura 1978). Run down occurs in the absence of a change in the microphonic. This suggests that the probability of large EPSC events decreases over time even without adaptive rundown of
hair cell mechano-electrical transduction currents (Furukawa and Matsuura 1978). In dual hair cell-afferent terminal recordings, hair cell hyperpolarization reduces the fraction of large EPSC events (Li et al. 2009), demonstrating the dependence of large EPSC events on presynaptic potentials. Paired recordings in the bullfrog amphibian papilla clearly demonstrate the importance of large EPSC events in locking the timing of postsynaptic afferent nerve action potentials to a specific temporal phase of sinusoidal presynaptic stimuli (Li et al. 2014). Hence, the presence of large EPSC events in afferent terminals arising from unitary or multivesicular release is essential to sound localization and auditory signal processing (Carr and Macleod 2010; Koppl 1997).

Although there is strong evidence for phase locking of afferent action potentials in type 1 calyx bearing afferents (Rowe and Neiman 2012; Songer and Eaton 2013; Zhu et al. 2014), it is not known to what extent this might depend upon kinetics and the size of stimulus evoked quantal EPSCs.

The present report addresses quantal transmission at the type 1 hair cell calyx synapse in the turtle lagena, with attention to kinetic diversity of EPSCs, EPSC size, and temporal properties of stimulus-evoked quantal release. The lagena is a mixed auditory/vestibular organ that responds to low frequency stimuli as well as sound and vibration. Results demonstrate adaptive rundown of quantal release for tonic stimuli, provide evidence for multiquantal release, and quantify synapse-specific diversity of spontaneous and stimulus evoked EPSCs.

Materials and Methods

Procedures complied with the IACUC regulations at the MBL. Electrophysiological and imaging data were obtained from lagenae isolated from adult red-eared slider turtles, *Trachemys scripta elegans*. Data from 39 turtles are included in the present report. The otolithic membrane and otoconia were removed by incubation for ~5 min. in Type XXIV proteinase (Sigma-Aldrich, P8038; 0.06 mg ml⁻¹ in 0.1 mM Ca). Epithelia were perfused at 3 ml min⁻¹ with an oxygenated media in mM: NaCl, 125; KCl, 4; MgCl₂, 2.2; CaCl₂, 2.8; D-glucose, 8; Na-HEPES, 10; pH 7.53. Patch electrodes contained, in mM: KCl, 120; MgCl₂, 2.8; CaCl₂, 0.45; EGTA, 5; Na₂ATP, 2.5; K-HEPES, 10; pH 7.2. Experiments were performed using a 63X, 1.0 NA objective on a fixed-stage Zeiss Axioskop. Type 1 hair cells and calyx terminals were identified visually.
in the central striolar region of the lagena. Experimental protocols were computer
controlled (PatchMaster, HEKA). An Axon 700b amplifier (Molecular Devices) was used
for whole-cell recording. Analog signals were recorded at 16-bits, filtered at 16 kHz
(npf), and also sampled at 96 kHz (Apogee AD16x modified for DC coupling; IGOR Pro,
Wavemetrics). Hair bundles of type 1 hair cells were stimulated with a fluid jet directly
attached to a picospritzer (1A, WPI, pv 800) to deflect the bundle toward the kinocilium
(Highstein et al. 2014). Whole-cell voltage clamp of calyces was performed at room
temperature. In 17 of 39 turtles, Lucifer yellow was added to the pipette to visualize
filled calyces. Capacitance was compensated on-line (35.3 pF, s.e. 3.7) and series
resistance (24.0 MΩ, s.e. 1.58) was compensated off-line in the time domain. The total
corrected membrane current $I_m$, consisting of the synaptic currents plus membrane
conduction currents, was estimated from the capacitance compensated electrode
(amplifier) current $I_{EC}$ and electrode voltage $V_E$ using

$$I_m = \left(1 + G_m R_E \right) I_{EC} + C_m R_E \left( \frac{dI_{EC}}{dt} + \frac{C_m + C_E}{1 + G_m R_E} \frac{d^2V_E}{dt^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $G_m$ and $C_m$ are the whole cell membrane conductance and capacitance, $R_E$ is
the uncompensated electrode access resistance, and $C_E$ is the electrode capacitance.

Under voltage clamp conditions, the amplifier voltage $V_E$ is constant and $d^2V_E/dt^2$ can
be neglected. In this correction we assumed voltage dependent changes in $G_m$ were
small. The corrected membrane voltage was estimated using $V_m \approx V_E - R_E I_E$. These
equations were applied in the time domain. Individual EPSC events were identified
automatically by high-pass filtering $I_m$, and finding fast transient events surpassing
~18pA in amplitude. Probability histograms show that the 18pA threshold value was in
the extreme tail of the EPSC amplitude distribution and below the unitary quantal size
(see Results).

Kinetics of individual EPSC events were quantified using

$$I_k(t; t_k) = A_k \left( e^{-\left(t-t_k\right)/\tau_O} - 1 \right) \left( e^{-\left(t-t_k\right)/\tau_S} + \phi e^{-\left(t-t_k\right)/\tau_S} \right) H(t-t_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$
where \( t \) is time, \( t_k \) is the time of the \( k^{th} \) EPSC event. \( \tau_O \) is the onset rise time constant, and \( H \) is the unit Heaviside step function. Recovery of the EPSC to baseline was described as a fast component decaying with time constant \( \tau_R \) (\( \mu s \)) plus a slow component of relative amplitude \( \phi \) decaying with time constant \( \tau_S \) (\( \mu s \)). Parameters in Eq. 2 were found independently for each individual EPSC event using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. The magnitude of each event is \( (M_k = \max |I_k|, \text{pA}) \), and for the case when \( \tau_S >> \tau_R \), the magnitude is well approximated by \( M_k \approx A_k \tau_R \left( (1 + \tau_R/\tau_O)^{-\tau_O/\tau_R} + \phi (1 + \tau_R/\tau_O)^{-\tau_O/\tau_R} \right) / (\tau_O + \tau_R) \). The charge was computed as the time integral of Eq. 2, namely \( q_k = A_k \left( \tau_R^2 / (\tau_O + \tau_R) + \phi \tau_S^2 / (\tau_O + \tau_S) \right) \). To determine the dominant recovery time constant, we set \( \phi = 0 \) and optimized parameters in Eq. 2 for each individual EPSCs (e.g. Figs. 1-3). The procedure first identified EPSC peaks using a threshold followed by a local search, then applied iterative Levenberg-Marquardt optimization in a window around the EPSC to estimate the start time, rise time constant, and decay time constant. A subset of events exhibited a slow tail, \( \phi > 0 \). To fit events exhibiting the slow tail, we optimized all parameters in Eq. 2 subject to the regularizing constraints \( \tau_R \leq 1000 \mu s \) and \( 0 \leq \phi \leq 2 \).

We estimated the unitary quantal size \( u \) and number of unitary quanta in each EPSC event \( \|M_k/u\| \) by minimizing the difference between the summed unitary quanta and the data, while simultaneously minimizing the number of unitary quanta per event. Specifically, in the time domain, we numerically optimized

\[
\arg \min_u \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left\{ (u\|M_k/u\|-M_k)^2 + (\|M_k/u\|)^2 \right\}.
\]  (3)

Current reconstructions shown in Fig. 3-5 (red traces) are time domain summations of individual EPSCs, \( I(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} I_k(t, t_k) \), where the amplitude of the \( k^{th} \) EPSC was determined from the summation of \( n_k \) unitary quantal events by setting \( M_k = n_k u \).
Results and Discussion

Voltage clamp recordings from visually identified calyces in the striolar region of the vestibular lagena contained both spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) and stimulus evoked EPSCs. Spontaneous events were presumably independent of stimulus-driven Ca\(^{2+}\) influx and were therefore termed asynchronous, whereas stimulus-evoked events presumably included responses synchronized with [Ca\(^{2+}\)]. A fluid jet directed toward the kinocilium (1A) was used as the excitatory stimulus to deflect the bundle ~1µm within 20ms of onset, with a rise time constant of ~29 ms (Highstein et al. 2014). Example mEPSCs are shown in 1C and 1E. EPSC event times, size (pA), recovery time constants (µs) and charge (fC), were determined by fitting an exponential rise-fall function to individual events (1D,E). EPSCs were recorded in calyces at rest, and when stimulated by deflection of hair bundles associated with several different type I hair cells contacted by the terminal. The average EPSC rise time constant was 229 µs (n=14 calyces; s.d. 26 µs) and exceeded the clamp speed of ~150 µs by approximately two standard deviations, indicating that the clamp was sufficiently fast to capture the rising phase of EPSCs in most cases.

The large membrane surface area and the complex morphology of calyceal endings led us to question whether perfect space clamp was achieved in the present experiments. Lucifer yellow dye delivered by the patch pipette revealed complex morphologies with single calyx endings enveloping multiple type 1 hair cells, and collateral branches of the same afferent forming additional calyces enveloping other type 1 hair cells and/or forming bouton terminals contacting type 2 hair cells (Highstein et al. 2014). It has previously been shown using two-electrode recordings that voltage clamp at one site on a calyx is sufficient to space clamp the entire calyx terminal (Sadeghi et al. 2014). To determine if space clamp was also achieved in the present experiments, we examined the relationship between the size of the calyx ending and the capacitance recorded at the site of the electrode. Of 17 Lucifer yellow filled calyces, 4 were simple calyx endings enveloping 1 solitary hair cell, 4 were larger single calyces enveloping multiple hair cells, and 9 were complex calyces with collaterals contacting 1-4 additional hair cells. In endings lacking collaterals, the average capacitance recorded from calyx terminals enveloping one hair cell was 25pF (se. 2.9, n=7 calyces). In endings
enveloping two hair cells, the average capacitance was 32pF (se. 3.5, n=4), and in
calyces enveloping three hair cells, it was 49 pF (se. 10.2, n=5). Consistent with an
earlier report, the linear relationship between capacitance (Fig. 1F, black line) and
number of hair cells enveloped by the calyx suggests space clamp of the terminal was
achieved (the axon contributed ~12pF) (Sadeghi et al. 2014). However, two lines of
evidence indicate that ideal space clamp did not always extend to collateral calyx
terminals, collateral bouton terminals, or to the axon. Firstly, although capacitance at the
recording site correlated strongly with the number of hair cells enveloped by the patched
calyx (1F), capacitance did not consistently increase when collateral terminals were
present (1F, n=9, coll. cells), suggesting that the collateral calyces and boutons were not
usually space clamped. Secondly, this caveat also applied to the axon. Although all
EPSC data included the present report was recorded at a -60mV holding potential, we
did confirm that action potentials could be evoked when the calyx was voltage clamped
at depolarized levels >0mV, thus demonstrating that remote nodes of Ranvier were not
clamped.

To estimate what fraction of the EPSCs were well clamped, we constructed a 2D
histogram of mEPSC size vs. time constant for all spontaneous events (1G). The
histogram shows the probability of recording a mEPSC having amplitude A and decay
time constant $\tau$ -- gray denotes zero probability and white denotes maximum probability.
Black contour lines show 6 equally spaced iso-probability curves. The black dots show
the most probable time constant for the population of mEPSCs at each amplitude. Loss
of space clamp would result in an inverse correlation between size and time constant.
With the possible exception of very small mEPSCs, an inverse correlation was not
obtained, indicating that most EPSC recordings were space clamped. The subset of
calyces that were not space clamped might account for the small bulge (cross-
correlation) in the histogram to the lower right (sc). The positive skewness of the
distribution above the mean (se) is due to large events and is consistent with a
summation of simultaneous unitary quanta as described below.

We examined differences between spontaneous mEPSCs and evoked EPSCs by
recording both events in individual calyces (n=8 cells, k=18,322 events). Spontaneous
mEPSCs grouped together for all calyces had a mean size of 37.4 pA (sd=21.1,
skew=1.44, kurt=4.27), a mean decay time constant of 690 µs (sd=393, skew=1.23,
kurt=3.32), and a mean rate of 51.8 s$^{-1}$. EPSCs recorded in the same calyces during

brief hair bundle displacements had a larger mean size of 45.8 pA (sd=29.3, skew=1.63, kurt=4.27), a nearly equivalent mean decay time constant of 697 µs (sd=423, skew=1.74, kurt=6.7), and a higher mean rate of 87 s\(^{-1}\). The fact that the average ESPC size increased during stimulation without a large increase in the decay time constant is consistent with the hypothesis that hair cell depolarization evoked simultaneous release of presynaptic vesicles (Glowatzki and Fuchs 2002; Li et al. 2014), or increased open time of a unitary fusion pore (Chapochnikov et al. 2014). Using Eq. 3, we estimated the unitary EPSC size as 23.3 pA, and the unitary charge as 26 pC for this same group of cells. The unitary size implies spontaneous mEPSCs averaged \( \langle n_k \rangle \) 1.58 unitary quanta per event (avg. of ~3 quanta for every 2 mEPSCs), while EPSCs during bundle displacement averaged \( \langle n_k \rangle \) 1.94 quanta per event (avg. of ~2 quanta for each EPSC).

The probability distribution of multiquantal events was positive skew normal, consistent with the skew of EPSC amplitude distributions discussed below.

To further examine the diversity of synaptic inputs from multiple hair cells to single calyx endings, we stimulated one hair cell at a time and compared spontaneous mEPSCs to evoked EPSCs (n=9 calyces). In 56\% of calyceal endings, there were only small differences in the EPSCs evoked by stimulation of different hair bundles (e.g. Fig. 2 A-B). The average EPSC size in this calyx was approximately twice as large as the unitary quantal size, and exhibited similar kinetics for both spontaneous and evoked events. In 44\% of calyces, evoked EPSCs showed diverse kinetics that depended strongly on which hair cell was stimulated. In Fig. 2C-D, deflection of bundle 1 and bundle 2 evoked nearly equivalent EPSCs (C-D red, green). Deflection of hair bundle 3, however, evoked much faster EPSCs in the same calyx with no change in the EPSC magnitude. In this calyx, the average EPSC size was nearly equivalent to the unitary quantal size in all 3 cases, implying that most EPSC events in this calyx were single quanta. In this recording, bundle 1 depolarized the hair cell immediately adjacent to the recording pipette, and therefore EPSCs evoked by bundle 1 were likely well clamped. Bundles 2 and 3 resided on hair cells located 30-40 µm from the recording site, so EPSCs evoked by these bundles were most likely transmitted to the recording site via a collateral. Therefore, the faster EPSCs resulting from deflection of bundle 3 (Fig. 2D) cannot be explained by passive cable properties associated with possible lack of space clamp, and requires an alternative explanation. While one possibility is postsynaptic receptor diversity (Bonsacquet et al. 2006; Harms et al. 2014; Mayer 2011; Pei et al.
another is that transmitter accumulation in the confined calyceal cleft prolongs EPSCs arising at specific synaptic sites (see Fig. 4 and discussion below) (Sadeghi et al. 2014). In the latter case, heterogeneity in the relative positions of synaptic ribbons and postsynaptic receptors as well as glutamate clearance could further contribute to the diversity in EPSC kinetics reported here (Dalet et al. 2012).

There were significant differences in EPSC size and kinetics depending on which particular type 1 hair cell was stimulated. Fig. 3 provides a summary for a typical calyx enveloping multiple type 1 hair cells. The patch pipette was positioned on the calyx adjacent to hair cell #1 (~10µm distant from the recording site). Voltage clamp recordings were collected at rest (spontaneous mEPSCs), during deflection of hair bundle #1, and during deflection of hair bundle #2 (adjacent to bundle #1). Based on the close vicinity of hair cell #s 1 and 2, it is likely that both cells were enveloped by a single voltage clamped calyx. Deflection of hair bundle #1 evoked relatively large (85 pA +1.8se; k=1543 events) and fast (544 µs +9.4se) EPSC events at high rate (69 s⁻¹), while deflection of bundle #2 evoked smaller (48 pA +2.1se; k=288 events) and slower (922 µs +28se) EPSC events at lower rate (59 s⁻¹). EPSCs evoked by bundle #2 were similar in size but slower than the population averages reported above, while EPSCs evoked by bundle #1 were larger in size and faster than the population averages reported above. Spontaneous mEPSC events was a mixture of these two evoked cases giving rise to a biomodal distribution of time constants (3B, black; 58 pA +1.8se; 647 µs +20se; k=980 events). Differences between all means were statistically significant (p<0.05). Without question, EPSC recordings in this calyx strongly depended on which specific hair cell was stimulated; recording conditions were unchanged. Capacitance at the electrode site was 17 pF, raising the possibility that the calyx might not have been completely clamped. Filtering arising from loss of space clamp, however, is unlikely to explain the slow EPSC time constants evoked by bundle #2 in Fig 3, and certainly cannot explain the slow EPSC time constants shown in Fig. 2 (2D, Bundles 2 and 3). Recordings in 6 calyces during movement of multiple type 1 hair cell bundles showed there was no correlation between EPSC kinetics or size and distance from the recording site. Therefore, it is difficult to explain EPSC diversity on the basis of space clamp alone.

To illustrate the difference between slow and fast EPSCs, we used the most probable EPSC decay time constant (276 µs) evoked by bundle #1 (Fig. 3) to
reconstruct EPSCs in the time domain (Fig. 3C, red). When the same time constant was used to reconstruct the spontaneous events in the same calyx, the reconstruction failed to reproduce the “slow protracted tail” present in the raw data (3D, arrow). This slow tail is the main feature distinguishing slow from fast EPSCs, and is reflected in EPSC statistics as a rightward shift in the time constant probability histograms (Figs. 2B,D; 3B). Individual events had compact form with the rising phase described by a single exponential and the falling phase described by either one (3C) or two exponential time constants (3D, arrow, poor fit of single exponential). Clearly, heterogeneity of EPSC kinetics is due, at least in part, to mechanisms underlying heterogeneity in the slow tail.

“Non-compact” EPSCs recorded in auditory inner hair cell synapses (Chapochnikov et al. 2014) were not common or easily identified in our preparation.

It has been argued that heterogeneity of EPSC size might arise in part from superposition of unitary quanta released from hair cells. This could be achieved by simultaneous release of multiple vesicles or, alternatively, by flickering release of various size from unitary vesicles (Chapochnikov et al. 2014; Glowatzki and Fuchs 2002; Li et al. 2009). Present results show that solitary EPSC events of differing size evoked by deflection of a single hair bundle all had the same kinetics (e.g. 1E, 4D). Moreover, we found no significant correlation between EPSC size and time constant (1G). Allowing for simultaneous release, it was possible to fit the raw data as a convolution of unitary events. The red current traces in Figs. 3-5 were obtained by deconvolution using identical rise and fall time constants for each EPSC in the record and adjusting only the EPSC amplitude as an integer sum of unitary quantal events. The mathematical optimization minimized the difference between the summated quantal events and the raw data while simultaneously maximizing the unitary quantal size, thus providing the maximum quantal size capable of fitting the data. The excellent correspondence between the data and the convolution support the existence of a unitary quantal event. However, the results cannot distinguish whether the unitary quantal event reflects complete release of a single vesicle or reflects quantized partial release. In this sense, present data are consistent with both the synchronized multivesicular release hypothesis and a quantized version of the univesicular release hypothesis.

EPSC size and the implied number of simultaneous quantal events exhibited adaptive run down during maintained stimulation. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where a step displacement of a single presynaptic hair cell bundle evoked a barrage of EPSCs
that diminished in size and frequency over time. Fig. 4A shows the instantaneous rate (dots, inverse of the inter-EPSC interval) and an estimate of the unitary event rate (gray histogram, reported in 20 ms bins. See Methods). Note that the rates returned to prestimulus levels over time, a phenomenon termed rate adaptation herein. In addition to rate adaptation, the size of individual EPSCs reduced over time (4B), implying that the probability of simultaneous events decreased during the maintained stimulus. As noted in a previous report (Highstein et al. 2014), the rate of EPSCs evoked by bundle displacements in the turtle lagena exhibits adaptive run down in 90% of cells tested, with an average time constant of 899 ms (115 minimum, 2760 maximum). The magnitude of EPSC rate adaptation in these cells averaged 224 s⁻¹ (0 min, 749 max, n=10 calyces) and the extent averaged 72% (0 min, 100% max).

A simple rise-fall exponential was adequate to fit most solitary EPSC events, but failed to reproduce the slow protracted recovery (4C-D) appearing in some records. Although the EPSCs in Fig. 4 had long tails that slowly decayed to baseline with a time constant of ~15ms (3D), not all recordings exhibited the protracted tail. Therefore, this tail is unlikely to be a function of post-synaptic receptor kinetics. Alternatively, the tail could arise from transmitter clearance kinetics in the cleft, as suggested previously based on data in the rat semicircular canal crista (Sadeghi et al. 2014). If so, then differences in EPSC kinetics following stimulation of individual hair cells might primarily reflect differences in morphology of the calyx cleft, the relative positions of synaptic ribbons and receptors, and clearance protein expression (Dalet et al. 2012), rather than differences in postsynaptic receptor phenotype or attributes of presynaptic release. Present results are consistent with this interpretation. Deconvolution of the current trace using EPSC events that included the slow protracted tail reproduced the data (Fig. 4D), while neglecting the protracted tail (Fig. 4E, blue dashed, \( \phi=0 \) in Eq. 2) failed to reproduce the slow recovery to baseline.

From the standpoint of neurotransmission, the physiological consequence of the protracted EPSC tail is to increase the depolarizing charge delivered to the postsynaptic neuron, at the expense of temporal fidelity of the EPSC. This is illustrated in Fig. 4F, which shows the cumulative electrical charge (thick red dashed line) and the cumulative number of quantal events (black line). Dividing the final cumulative charge by the total number of quantal events provides ~53 fC per unitary event, including the tail. In the absence of a tail, a simple exponential rise-fall EPSC estimates ~27 fC per unitary event.
for this cell and substantially underpredicts the total cumulative depolarizing charge (U, thin dashed red line). This suggests that the protracted tail can nearly double the net depolarizing postsynaptic charge. In this cell (4B), the current arises completely from summation of quantal events (there was no nqEPSC in this cell). For high EPSC rates, however, the slow component of the current summated to generate what resembled a tonic nonquantal current. In fact, all quantal events are blocked by compounds acting on glutamate receptors, thus proving that the long tail illustrated in this record arises from prolonged postsynaptic receptor opening and not from nonquantal synaptic transmission (Glowatzki and Fuchs 2002; Highstein et al. 2014; Holt et al. 2007). It interesting to note that the range of unitary quanta reported here in calyx terminals of the turtle lagena, with and without the protracted tail, bracket the 45fC unitary charge reported previously in bouton terminals of the bullfrog amphibian papilla (Li et al. 2009), thus revealing similar unitary quantal charge across diverse hair cell synapses.

The main difference between EPSC kinetics reported here in calyx terminals of the turtle lagena and previous data in calyx terminals of the rat crista (Sadeghi et al. 2014) is the speed and prevalence of the slow protracted tail. In both preparations, the slow tail is most easily seen in small amplitude EPSCs (<50pA), but the decay is faster (τ, ) and the size of the slow component (φ ) is smaller in the turtle lagena relative to the rat crista. As a result, the protracted tail has very little impact on the correlation between EPSC size and time constant in the turtle lagena (Fig. 1G), but a large impact in the rat crista (Sadeghi et al. 2014). From a signal processing point of view, the faster decay in the lagena would sharpen the temporal fidelity of postsynaptic depolarizations relative to those in the crista, and enhance the sensitivity to phasic signals such as sound or vibration. This is perhaps not surprising given the dual function of the lagena in auditory and vestibular sensation (Locke et al. 1999; Lu et al. 2003). The specific molecular mechanisms responsible for this difference are not known, but it could simply reflect differences in kinetics associated with cleft morphology and relative localization/expression of ribbons, receptors, and clearance proteins (Sadeghi et al. 2014).

Consistent with previous reports, quantal release was often accompanied by a nonquantal nqEPSC, with some cells exhibiting only quantal events, some only nonquantal events, and others a mixture of the two (Highstein et al. 2014; Songer and Eatock 2013). Fig. 5 provides an example of a calyx that responded to deflection of a
single hair bundle with a barrage of EPSCs that adapted over time (5A-B), and with a nonquantal nqEPSC that was maintained at an indefatigable tonic level throughout the duration of the stimulus. This demonstrates that a single hair-cell calyx synapse has the ability to signal tonic (nqEPSC) and phasic (quantal EPSCs) hair bundle displacements concomitantly, and suggests that in type 1 hair cells, presynaptic vesicular release adapts while tonic nonquantal synaptic transmission is maintained.

Conclusion

The present report examined the quantal component of synaptic transmission from type 1 vestibular hair cells to postsynaptic calyx terminals in the vestibular lagena of the turtle. Both spontaneous and stimulus evoked EPSCs were examined. Results demonstrate that the size and kinetics of individual EPSC events vary depending on which particular presynaptic hair cell was activated. The data suggest the fundamental unitary quantal event is ~26fC and that individual EPSC events consist of a summation of precisely aligned unitary quanta. The average number of unitary quanta per EPSC increased during hair cell stimulation (e.g. Fig. 3 ~1.5 to ~2), thereby increasing the likelihood that a single EPSC event would evoke a phase locked action potential in the postsynaptic afferent neuron. The rate of stimulus evoked EPSCs showed adaptive run down over time (74% on average) suggesting that postsynaptic depolarization and phase locking would also run down with time. These features make the quantal component of transmission particularly sensitive to phasic stimuli and the onset of tonic stimuli. The unitary quantal charge was increased in some cells by a slow protraction of the EPSC tail. In these cells, stimulus evoked EPSCs were more likely to overlap in time to increase excitation of the postsynaptic afferent neuron (e.g. Fig. 4). Stimulus evoked quantal events were accompanied by indefatigable nonquantal transmission, affording the synapse a means to transmit tonic signals such as gravity or low frequency movements. This dual mode of synaptic transmission, using precisely timed EPSCs for phasic signals and nqEPSCs for tonic signals, could be particularly advantageous for organs such as the lagena and saccule, which convey both vestibular and auditory signals to the brain. These organs predate the mammalian cochlea, where inner hair cells have developed to exhibit very large multiquantal EPSCs specialized to transmit
precisely timed auditory signals remotely reminiscent of the EPSCs reported here in the
turtle lagena.
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Figure Captions.

Fig. 1. Voltage clamp recordings from vestibular calyx terminals. A. Asynchronous and evoked EPSCs were recorded using ~6MΩ patch electrodes (e) attached to the lateral membrane of calyx terminals (gray). Type 1 hair bundles were identified visually and a fluid jet was used to deflect the bundle in the direction of the kinocilium. B. A subset of afferents branched to form synaptic contacts with remote hair cells. C. EPSC events exhibited a wide range of amplitudes (asynchronous example shown). D. Individual EPSCs were fit with an exponential rise-fall function to determine the amplitude (pA), decay time constant (µs) and total charge (fC). E. EPSCs evoked by deflection of a single hair bundle decayed with the same time constant and could be described a superposition of simultaneous unitary quantal events, e.g. 1, 2 and 8 simultaneous quantal events (black). F. Capacitance measured by the patch pipette correlated with number (N) of hair cells enveloped by the patched calyx (C=12.4+11.5*N pF ± 3.2; n=15 calyces). Presence of a collateral calyx did not consistently increase the measured capacitance. G. 2D bin histogram showing there was very little correlation between asynchronous mEPSC size and time constant (n=8 calyces; k=770 events; black dots show the mean time constant at for all EPSCs within each size bin).

Fig. 2. Spontaneous vs. evoked EPSC kinetics. A-B. Probability histograms showing amplitudes (pA) and decay time constants (ms) for spontaneous EPSCs (black) and hair bundle deflection evoked EPSCs (red) recorded from a single calyx under whole cell voltage clamp. Average EPSCs are shown in the insets. C-D. Stimulus evoked EPSCs recorded from a second calyx during deflection of 3 different hair bundles. EPSC size distributions in this calyx were relatively uniform regardless of which particular hair bundle was deflected, but decay time constants differed substantially. Bundle 1 stimulated the hair cell enveloped by the calyx at the recording site, while bundles 2 & 3 were located ~30-40µm from the recording site and presumably stimulated hair cells contacted via a collateral.

Fig. 3. Diversity of EPSC kinetics. A-B. Probability histograms showing the amplitudes (pA) and decay time constants (ms) of spontaneous mEPSCs (black), EPSCs evoked by deflection of hair bundle #1 (red), and EPSCs evoked by hair bundle...
#2 (green) recorded in a single calyx. Inset shows average EPSCs. In this calyx, there were significant differences in size and speed depending upon the specific hair bundle stimulated. The bimodal distribution arises because the population of events includes EPSCs from hair cell #1 and hair cell #2. C-D. Raw records comparing evoked EPSCs (C) to spontaneous mEPSCs (D). Red curves overlaying the raw data (black) illustrate a slow protracted tail in spontaneous mEPSCs that was absent (or overwhelmed) in bundle #1 evoked EPSCs. The presence or absence of this tail is the primary difference between EPSCs with slow vs. fast kinetics.

Fig. 4. EPSC rate adapts during tonic hair bundle displacements. Example recordings from a single calyx. A. Hair bundle deflection increased the rate of EPSCs from zero to >1000 s\(^{-1}\) followed by a period of adaptation back to zero. Dots denote the instantaneous EPSC rate and the solid cityscape line (black) is an estimate of unitary quantal release rate reported in 20 ms bins. B. Raw voltage clamp data reveals adaptation of EPSC rate and amplitude with time. C. EPSC time constants did not change with amplitude, suggesting larger events at the onset of the stimulus arise from a higher probability of simultaneous quanta. D. Data was well described by an integer convolution of unitary events combined with a model of transmitter clearance to capture the slow recovery to baseline. E. Simulated EPSCs with (solid red) and without buildup (dashed) illustrating the slow tail that hypothetically could arise from glutamate buildup in the cleft. F. Cumulative charge (thick red dashed) and cumulative quantal events (black) imply a unitary quantal size of ~53pC, including the slow tail. Neglecting the tail underpredicts the offset and charge (thin red dashed, U). Simultaneous release causes the cumulative number of quantal events (black) to exceed the number of EPSC events (blue).

Fig. 5. Quantal EPSCs and non-quantal nqEPSCs can be evoked simultaneously. Same notation as Fig. 4 but with longer time scale and recording from a different calyx. A. Adaptation of EPSC instantaneous rate and unitary quantal rate. B. Raw current trace showing superposition of EPSCs and non-quantal nqEPSC. C. Expanded section showing a modest EPSC tail and tonic nqEPSC offset. D. Cumulative quantal charge (subtracting nqEPSC) provides an estimate of ~44 fC per unitary event in this cell.
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